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          Fitness Equipment for Home & Work

          DITCH YOUR OFFICE CHAIR
          Improve your life through health and fitness with an active workstation. When you meet your fitness goals at the office, there's more time after work to focus on your family, your interests, and your mental health.  Studies have shown that walking while working can increase your happiness, focus, daily productivity, and, most importantly: your lifespan!
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        Who is LifeSpan?

        LifeSpan has been in the home fitness market for 25 years. With well-made, reliable products like the TR5500iM folding treadmill, the TR7000iM commercial treadmill, and the SP1000 Stretch Partner Pro, LifeSpan established itself as one of the leading fitness equipment manufacturers. But, when we noticed a need for fitness equipment tailored specifically to the work-from-home crowd, we began developing our office wellness series. Now, LifeSpan Fitness is known for both its fitness and office wellness equipment.

         Shop Office Wellness
         Shop Everyday Fitness
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          By walking while you work, you can:

          
            
              [image: time]
              
                
                  Save Time

              No more commuting back and forth from home and to the gym
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              Weight Loss

              Shed those extra pounds by adding movement
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              Relieve Back Pain

              Improve your posture while walking. No more slouching!
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              Improved Mood

              Movement helps release dopamine and serotonin, which improves your mood and makes you happier.


            

          

        

      

    

  




  
    
      Shop At-Home Fitness
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              At Work Fitness Made Easy 

              Whether you want to go for a brisk walk on an office treadmill  or log in a few low-impact miles on our bike workstations, LIfeSpan makes active office stations easy to install, move, and use.

              Learn More
            

          

        

      

    

  




  
    
      
        
        Get Energized with Deskercise

        We don't always have time to work out, but with active workstations in the office, people have the best opportunity to engage in a healthier lifestyle. 

      How To Level Up Fitness in the Office:

          	Under-desk bikes
	Treadmill desks
	Balance boards (for standing desks)
	Yoga balls


        
          Shop Accessories
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        Movement Motivates

        A Healthier Workplace is a More Productive Workplace.
  
          By providing active workstations for the office, your company can facilitate a healthy environment while improving work performance and saving money.

        
          Learn More About Our Business Program
        

         

       

    

  

   

 
    
      
        
          
            Our Top Picks
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                  Ampera Office Bike
                
                 Shop Now
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                    $999.00
                  
                

                
                  
                    
  
         7 reviews  
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                  SDG Glass Standing Desk
                
                 Shop Now
                
                  
                    $699.00
                    $799.00
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                  Yoga Ball Office Chair
                
                 Shop Now
                
                  
                    $69.99
                    $99.00
                  
                

                
                  
                    
  
         4 reviews  
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                  TR1200-Power Treadmill Desk
                
                 Shop Now
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         66 reviews  

  


                  
                

              

            

          

        
      

    

    


  
    
  
    Ampera Bike Desk

    The Ampera Bike Desk is the most advanced piece of office workout equipment ever developed by LifeSpan

    View Now
  

   
    [image: ampera bike desk]
  

   
     
    With its pedal-powered internals, this under-desk bike is capable of delivering 65W of power via USB-C and 15W with wireless charging. In addition, the bike has comforts such as an all-day comfort cushion, wheels that make it easy to move around, a backside seat handle, and a solid aluminum base frame. If you want to do your part to help the environment, the Ampera Bike Desk is a great way to do that. 

     

     

    

  




  
    
      
        10,000 Steps Have Never Been This Easy

        [image: stay fit while working]
      

      
        
        
          STAY FIT WHILE YOU WORK
        

        
          Meeting the American Heart Association's recommendation of 10,000 daily can significantly reduce the risk of heart disease, extending your lifespan. Yet, when you're sitting in an office desk eight hours a day, you might not have time to walk five miles every day. And if you do, you're likely putting chores and hobbies aside. Instead, active workstations offer you the chance to get to 10,000 steps and make your fitness tracker happy while you're at work.

        

          
            Create a fitness-friendly space that encourages healthier habits and makes you happy. Not interested in a Treadmill Desk? No worries! We offer all types of fitness equipment that suit people of all experience levels. We're confident that our equipment, whether it's a standing desk or bike desk, can be the push a person needs to start their fitness journey. 
 
          

            Shop Now

        

      


    

  

  
    
      
        
          What Are the Benefits of Working on a Treadmill Desk

          Office fitness equipment like treadmills help you stay active and focused all day while opening up time in the evening to spend with your family or doing hobbies.
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              Reduce Stress + Improve Mood
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              Increases Productivity
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              Increases Creativity
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              Promotes Healthy Body Weight
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              Humans Were Meant To Move

              It’s time to give your office chair a rest. Not surprisingly, studies have shown that sitting for eight or more hours a day has a negative impact on a person's health. Waiting for after work to move shouldn't be the norm. Instead, stay productive and healthy by trying Lifespan’s workout equipment, such as our treadmill desks and under-desk bikes.

            Read About the Science
            

          

        

      

    

  

  


  
    
      
        
          We love our LifeSpan Family
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                        What is the Best Under-Desk Bike
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                        LifeSpan Wins Award for New Ampera Bike
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                        How To Deduct an Active Workstation From Your Taxes
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            Our Commitment To the Environment

            [image: plant a tree]
          

          A healthier planet means healthier people, which is why we're committed to doing our part to fight climate change. Our new Ampera Bike Desk speaks to our ideals, with the product able to generate electricity and power a user's laptop.

          In addition to the Ampera Bike Desk, we've also partnered with Greenspark to increase our impact. With Greenspark, we can reduce our carbon footprint with every purchase by planting one tree for every $300 spent on our site, and we can recuse 10 plastic bottles from the ocean for every review.  

          
            Learn More
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          Looking To Revamp Your Commercial Space?

          Equipment that is built to last for multi-housing communities, recreation and rehabilitation centers, and offices. Office wellness is the future of the workplace. It draws in employees, keeps them happy, and allows them to have more time after work to focus on what matters most. As an employer that invests in the tools for an active workforce, you'll see:

        	Higher levels of productivity
	Increased employee morale
	Healthier employees


          In the age of remote and hybrid  work, an wellness program with active workstations is the best way to great the best environment.

          
             Learn More
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